
MAKER FAIRE AFRICA 2012 : LAGOS
WORKSHOP - NOVEMBER 6TH IN THE POP-UP MAKER SPACE

aso-
okelectric!
 

fashioning solar, arduino + electrotextiles into  
wearable technology headwraps, blurring the line  
between fashion + function
=



wired with arduino or 
solar, the modern gele 
could become a source  

of personal energy  
generation

high, wide or complicated  
ties and designs were a 

sign of wealth + community 
status. today, they are 

merely an expression of the 
unique + varied tastes of 
the women who wear them.
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worn by african women for hundreds of years, as a cultural 
symbol of their station in life, the modern ‘gele’ has been 
democratized into a fashion statement, worn by the woman who 
wishes to pay tribute to her african heritage, as well as the 
non-african woman who wish to adopt an ethno-exotic style.   

geles were originally made from large squares or long lengths 
of patterned fabric that were folded and tied in arrangements 
that varied according to local custom.  the styles and folds 
and the fabric used for the gele all served to identify the 
woman wearing them as a particular social status, area of ori-
gin, or the ceremonial occasion at which it was worn. today, 
the shape + structure of a gele is generally reflective of the 
unique and varied tastes of each woman who wears them.

the type of gele worn by women today, with its folds and wide 
shape, originated among the yoruba people in nigeria.  they 
invented a woven textile called aso-oke, which is still used 
to make gele. today the tradition of aso oke weaving centers 
around three prestige cloths: etu; sanyan; and alaari; al-
though in reality a far wider range of designs were woven in 
the past.  

aso-oke is a hand-loomed fabric that has long been considered 
a ‘special occasion’ textile, used only for ‘event’ fashions + 
furnishings.

in the aso-ekelectric! workshop, yoruba weavers will explore 
the addition of conductive materials into traditional aso-eke 
fabric, creating a decidedly nigerian electrotextile for use 
in the emerging african fashion industry.

in the LIGHT UP YOUR GELE! workshop, we’ll explore the inte-
gration of arduino lilypads, sensors and solar into the modern 
nigerian gele, testing how far we can blur the lines between 
fashion and function.

CAN A GELE HELP LIGHT UP THE WORLd?   
we’re betting on it.
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LIGHT UP YOUR GELE! WORKSHOP dETAILS :

“light up your gele” is open to anyone, and will be held  
under the pop-up maker space at our public fair. registration 
is on a first-come basis.

WORKSHOP dURATION: 

- 1 session of 15 participants
- 2 hours with 15-minute break half-way

WORKSHOP TEAM: 

jennifer wolfe, designer and maker faire africa design lead
bilal ghalib, notorious geek and gemsi founder
adebayo oke-lawal, lagos fashion designer and stylist 
henry barnor, arduino expert and mfa tech lead

EqUIPMENT, TOOLS & SUPPLIES NEEdEd: 

- 18 lilytiny boards 
- 18 coin cell batteries
- 18 coin cell holders
- 3 conductive thread 4ply
- 3 conductive thread 2ply
- needles for sewing with conductive thread
- 18 lilypad micro white 
- 8 conductive fabric medtex 180
- measuring tapes, scissors
- conductive velcro
- metal beads, poppers, snaps

ASO-OKELECTRIC! WORKSHOP dETAILS :

“aso-okelectric” is a post-mfa workshop held at a yoruba  
weavers collective, by invitation.

WORKSHOP dURATION: 

- 1 session of 8 weavers
- 6 hours with two 30-minute breaks

WORKSHOP TEAM: 

heritage aso-oke, lagos weavers collective
jennifer wolfe, designer and maker faire africa design lead
bilal ghalib, notorious geek and gemsi founder
adebayo oke-lawal, lagos fashion designer and stylist 

EqUIPMENT, TOOLS & SUPPLIES NEEdEd: 

- conductive yarn
- conductive thread
- conductive wool
- fine steel wool
- medtex 180
- copper tape
- tin foil
- thin flexible wire
- resistive rubber 


